
 Good morning.  I’ve been working in Bamboo for the last more than 10 years.  

This is the Bamboo Studio below.  If you have not visited, you are welcome and please 

walk in.  We have been working on a tools project; just a background I want to view 

because we’ve been working on the UNDP project on tools in 2000 it started.  We devel-

oped a tool kit.  Now there is a mini toolkit which we produce also, we have a company 

which produces.  And this is a background and there are four machines.  I think if 

people have time, they can come and see these small machines to split bamboo.  It was 

of course re-engineered from a Chinese machine.  This is a width sizer to make uniform 

strips in bamboo.  This is a sander we innovated; normal hand grinder we took and 

converted into a sander.  Also we worked on natural dye coloring in bamboo.  These 

are also produced in manuals and we were working on this for last 12 years.  So we 

introduced molds and all that which can go in a simple way.  

 During my interventions, what happened was we did something like 30-35 work-

shops all over the country; I have a full team, two craft persons and four people and 

we go to villages.  Almost all the remote places of the country we have been including 

Orissa to Tamenglong, Nagaland and all that.  Now what had happened over a period, 

what I have seen is that all these things, our policies for example, a right to wrong 
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education what I call, that is killing the crafts.  For example, craftsmen when they go, 

they don’t learn much, their children cannot get any employment, they are left with 

their craft and this does not produce any employment.  These are the basic conflicts, at 

the same time wherever these vocational education have been introduced people are 

afraid.  They think they will become craftsmen, tribal people especially they don’t want.  

In fact we tried in a tribal school, they were very happy but one organizer somewhere 

said no this will give a wrong impression, because they will not be able to go IIT.  That 

kind of image if you don’t have, people are afraid.  So these are the realities at a ground 

level.  

 I have also been working with children for a long time.  This is the first workshop; 

this was organized by Kirti actually.  So this is something, a drawing done by tribal 

children where they had not been taught drawing.  This was wonderful to see that the 

abstraction things that had come out.  Probably teachers did not have the capability to 

take ahead.  Normal teaching means not drawing teaching, what is the problem.  

Problem is the teachers, not the children.  Teachers and parents, I think they are the 

people who need creativity and we need education there.  So then I got kind of intro-

duced to a group called Pomegranate workshop. So they came and asked ‘can we do 

some workshop in the craft?’, I thought these are middle class children who come to 

these workshops.  They are mainly sent because parents do not want them to see the TV 

on Saturday, Sunday.  They do not know how to keep away.  So they are in some sense 

outsourcing by paying to this organization, so some entertainment, give some educa-

tion something like that, whatever but not seeing TV.  So when children come, various 

groups come.  Initially it was very stiff you know, it was the first experience for me, we 

were introduced from IIT and all that.  So then I started this kind of theatrical kind of 

input into the children.  We say mirror play; one person becomes the mirror, the other 

enacts.  Children love it and they have become loose and after that it is a much different 

relationship.  Even in the first workshop, I remember we played in the evening because 

I didn’t even know Hindi well at that time, because of Kirti it was all managed well.  

Because we played in the evening, the next day children became friends.  So it’s very 

important process of children becoming friends.  This is another school where the chil-

dren came from the municipal schools.  Again there is a big divide in the urban and 

rural children but they were equally shy, they were equally having problem to mix up.  

But the moment we put in one kind of initial step, children become freer.  Then you can 

see children also love the body use.  The same NCPA group which you can see down 



below.  So here you see them, they could enact very easily.  This is IT children, another 

workshop.  Again bottom also these are NCPA municipal school children. The other 

workshop we asked them to make letters.  So they love these kinds of things and engag-

ing them in an act which is liked by them, which is fun; I think fun is the most impor-

tant thing in education.  If at all one is going to school, they should go for fun and 

friends and don’t think learning is not so important actually.  If you see that way, learn-

ing will be learning you know.  But they learn a lot from their friends and social behav-

ior and these are the most important things in school.  Then there are distinction between 

well to do children because we forget that social capital they take behind.  Many times 

we talk about education and all that.  So we forget about the social capital, so the 

parents are grooming.  Why do IIT children understand concepts better?  Because its 

reinforced by their parents.  The same I will tell you, when we go to the Campus school, 

there are lot of problems because their parentage is coming from the watchmen and all 

that.  Which is a distinct difference.  Then certain qualities what I have seen with urban 

children, they are all creative, they have lots of ideas because this is left side you see 

barbeque cum bookshelf.  This was one kit I developed which we put open; it was fasci-

nating ideas children came with, I couldn’t think of ever, barbeque cum bookshelf.  

Second is a vehicle, this was a camera for this thing.  But they were all of course less 

aesthetic concern.  When I told some children put some more sticks, it will look nicer 

they were not interested.  They want a quick result, they want to show, get an apprecia-

tion.  They did not want to leave the things; they just want to take it home to show.  

They said no no you pack up next two sessions we are coming, they were highly at-

tached, they were waiting to show to their mummies and get appreciation.  This is a 

social condition.  When it came to these municipal school children, they built with pa-

tience.  See whatever they built was lot more meaningful to them, there were houses, 

some children made at that time there was a bomb this thing and all Bombay ka and 

they made a jail for this thing.  So they could connect very well and they had a patience 

and they related to of course their this things.  And they didn’t have a fuss.  We said the 

session is over, they were fully packed up, there was no problem.  Nobody is expecting 

them to see or show at home.  They are quite happy.  So these are the social realities.  

Then another thing we discovered, of course this is then practiced.  Dramatization helps.  

We created in one of the sessions a planet OOBMAB and we started changing the names 

and we put everybody; I became a ORGA, this girl become; you know what we did was 

reversing the names and children liked and loved that some odd names coming.  People 

start laughing and kidding and after 20 minutes one kid started shouting, suddenly 



they discovered and I think this the age of probably things to be discovered and fun and 

we played with them the game.  That was very important we ourselves put all these 

things and it went very well.  Then other things were symmetry, some sessions I did on; 

I do workshops on specific things, I will come to that.  So asymmetry sometimes if you 

show, I use letters and mirror and like that.  This initial thing was no problem, but IIT 

kids are about 10-11 years, we gave them names.  Then we asked them to write the 

whole name.  Then the problem started coming, they knew the symmetry but you can 

see that after some time it is not followed, there are some problems when it comes 

longer to visualize.  So what we realized is, the problems are at a higher level, complex 

level.  Visualization is a problem, just knowing symmetry as a rule is very simple and 

everybody can know.  But visualizing, patience and putting back; them we gave these 

mirrors, so they could see and then see the mistake.  So these are the qualities which we 

need to develop and this was just we developed it to play for the workshop.  So this was 

introduced in the workshop.  Then children enjoyed playing this mirrors.  It starts giving 

lots of images, we asked them a grid sheet and draw.  I have many sessions in the inter-

actions but this girl who made she is the daughter of Priya Shinivasan, she used to call 

everyday afterwards, mummy dekho I have done this.  So mummy got bored in a week.  

Everyday she’ll discover some new thing and she has to show.  So I think there are po-

tential of discovery in that.  Once they enjoyed they start enjoying themselves.  Of 

course children won’t play for long after some time they throw, its fine.  Here in another 

workshop, we gave; one of my student was there, we gave very similar things to make 

what is given in the school.  So the symmetry lines are given in the class, so many times 

the symmetry lines were meant to be put, this was done in a physical model, same sym-

metry lines which became very easy.  But in another workshop, I had a whole lot of 

children, I found that they are counting symmetry lines in a circle.  They said infinity, 

fine when we are counting, they have counted same lines.  I got a doubt, then I said do 

you know symmetry lines do not exist?  They don’t exist, this is symmetric something I 

showed them.  There is no line here.  This was a shock and a surprise to them and the 

whole class went silent.  Because this is something when we are teaching we are teach-

ing with a symmetry lines, and we think okay now they have learnt.  But the lines do 

not exist.  This is a symmetry line is a hypothetical line, these concepts are not given to 

children.  Somewhere these have become very important.  Then I was in another work-

shop, I keep conducting with several themes.  There was a workshop on castle building 

with the same kit.  Then I stated with a story and I add narratives now.  Then I said you 

must be all knowing about what is a plan.  They had not heard of plan, I realized that 



they don’t know what is a plan.  These are 10-11 years old, how do I tell them about 

plan?  So it looks very complex.  Then I remembered something, in my house once a 

turtle had come.  I told them a story, I said look this room is there, there is a turtle which 

wants to go out, it cannot climb up, so it takes a path from beginning and traces the 

room trying to find and goes out.  This is a Turtle Plan, can you draw this?  So the room 

they drew.  Then I said can you draw the Turtle Plan of your home.  So they all drew.  

But some of them when I asked which is the biggest room and smallest room,, then thy 

had problem.  Somewhere the problem of proportions and things like that where there.  

Here they are drawing that, here you see below.  Then we asked them to measure the 

room itself.  So can you see this is the plan now.  They said no we know perimeter, we 

will find perimeter.  Okay we made four groups and each group work with a perimeter 

they calculated.  All found different results.  

 When I come to a group, they want to do practical things, and then they want 

to add up things, we have a great difficulty.  See this is what doing to learning in the 

hypothetically in the schools make so much difference.  Then another problem I found 

typically today’s micro family children, is that they find it very difficult to work in 

groups.  One mother who came to the sessions, she was so surprised that her son could 

really work in a group because they tend to fight, they cans see there is lot of debates 

but group challenges are very important I think this is what school and your computers 

and micro families cannot give.  Because people have stopped playing games.  They 

don’t play games anymore.  They don’t play football all that is gone.  So they don’t 

accept the leadership.  They all become very individualistic.  These are the serious issues 

which we need to look into.  Then I had another workshop, I take themes like Bammetry 

is Bamboo and Symmetry.  I add certain things and some insights come.  We made a 

theatric show where the bamboo pole they have to enact.  So they could make lots of 

things.  These were children from municipal schools, their parentage is very different, 

they come from a different family.  One kid said that everyday morning he has to get 

up and boil the milk for his father who comes after the mess work.  So I said don’t you 

spill any time?  So this kind of rigor is learnt with patience with a little toughness which 

is missing in the urban children.  They are not enabled to do such things anymore.  It’s 

very difficult for them patience, they get irritated.  So pampered.  These are the things 

which are going and I think craft can give something of this, pottery, doing something 

with bamboo, it demands patience.  I think this is something which craft can add to the 

schools.  This is another thing which we tried with ; what we are trying to do is math 



principles like patterns they teach in the classroom.  So we take some group what they 

are doing, can we bring into the bamboo mat, so with that pattern can they play with 

that.  So can they see the pattern there physically.  So this kind of combinations we are 

trying to bring.  

 There is another opportunity in our math workshop.  This was a workshop for 

teachers from KB schools which I volunteered and they came here.  This was for a 

week because what I discovered was, teachers all need attention and they need creative 

inputs which they miss terribly in their training.  You see so much of opportunity for 

IDC students, for example, the free behavior what they get.  Where do these teachers 

get in their educations it doesn’t come.  So it is very important to upgrade or improve 

the teacher situation.  Because these teachers initially they are very reluctant to work.  

What we did was. Work in groups, then we gave a toy, we said find math challenges, 

we gave timed math challenges in this, you have to come out with this.  So mornings I 

had creativity sessions which I normally reserve for students, drawing in circles and so 

on and so forth.  Which became very interesting.  See teachers also like dramatization.  

Then one of the challenges was a math principle they have to bring into a dramatic, 

theatric mode.  So they came out with it themselves, set in very interesting things.  Then 

they love games. So kind of games even teachers like.  I think if they get the taste of it, 

probably it will get down to children as well.  Then teachers also want to be listened, 

appreciated.  There are hardly any forums for that.  When these teachers came, one 

teacher from Kerala she was singing songs, she got an award, she was so happy that 

somebody was listening here.  Because we have absolutely no opportunities for teachers.  

 We all talk about municipal schools are bad and all that, what are their condi-

tions.  We go abroad we change and come because we are put into different conditions, 

different atmosphere, we see the whole world is different.  These people staying there, 

they don’t get any opportunity to go anywhere.  So how do they change?  Even they 

come 3-4 months, they will change I’m sure.  Because, they see the world differently.  If 

you are in the same atmosphere, same things, it’s extremely difficult to change.  And 

they made these toys.  This is again I take from the Sudarshan Khanna’s book some of 

these toys and ask them to math challenges.  They come out with wonderful challenges 

themselves.  Then this is a game designed by one of our students to learn volume.  So 

teachers from Nashik.  This is who had come from Arcade International School teach-

ers.  They came and they played well.  In fact they wanted a copy.  Interestingly, I did 

the same initiative with one of the Krishnamurti schools near Pune, they saw that I 



was very keen to know what kind of experiments they are doing with teaching.  To my 

surprise they could not say much though the general environment has improved they 

take lot care for the children, they spend lot of time in the hostel, theatre.  But there is 

no innovations in the education itself.  How do you link these things?  You cannot just 

leave all open ends, and one day you will find it.  

 So knowledge has come over hundreds of years.  Can we create; make it crea-

tive to learn geometry, creative to lean fractions?  These are the issues, which I think 

should be tackled.  Innovation learning is required, teachers and designers can play an 

important role.  This is a fraction game we did in one of the workshops, children cut this 

and people see that half, one fourth, one third.  So they play with dice and they have 

to complete the one.  Children love these kind of games.  So after one third what should 

be added, then they add and find out.  So once it is a game, their motivation increases 

and practicality increases.  In fact these children played and also made themselves.  

This is another dimension, all the municipal schools or even tribal schools.  They can 

make lot of these things, it can become an actual educational product.  I believe that 

all the schools should have production.  As a production unit, maybe child labor people 

will have problems, they can work after their schooling but all can become apprentices, 

earn some money.  So this has a philosophy of Gandhiji, several backups for theoretical 

on this side.  But we do not still have the courage to do such things because whatever 

has been done, has been now removed.  

 In another workshop, called Transformers, we used a tangram; one was the nar-

rative, which you see, on the right corner where they made stories of that thing.  Then 

we also find one innovation that tangram we also introduced in a template.  So in fact 

younger children also have a problem to translate the figure again onto the shape kit.  

So we have to figure out orientation.  All such things you are learning in the process.  

And you can see tangram has the fractions, we have created a tangram fraction game 

in which we also introduced plus one fourth, minus one fourth, plus one sixteenth and 

minus one sixteenth.  Each die had all the things, to get a combination, one fourth 

minus one sixteenth kitna hai.  So you get that much piece you have to get.  But if 

you get minus one fourth plus one sixteenth, it’s the most difficult thing to teach, you 

ask any teacher.  So then they’ll lose the piece.  This becomes very clear that it reduces 

and lose the piece because this is where we have seen when children play it becomes 

meaningful, because it is their stake.  They want to win.  Everybody wants to sin.  This 

is where the real education can take place.  



 This is another opportunity; this is a rural school near Lonavala where again 

there is a hostel.  We had gone and we introduced this thing.  First time they were 

drawing anything, initially they even a difficulty to make the same figure given, and 

you can see the first time probably in the classroom anything was good.  They had 

nice classrooms but they never display anything.  They didn’t have pens to draw some, 

we took and all these things were done.  So it was a big transformation.  In fact I used 

all sorts of standard things to see images, things like that.  Then one of our students 

was there, Nimisha.  She played games, you see in the right side.  All these things also 

helped.  We also start innovating some games.  Suppose it’s a half, now this becomes 

a set of cards.  This we played with these children.  Some children were not interested 

in the class afterwards in the evening we played.  Now this boy was a little getting 

interested into fractions earlier afterwards he wants to win.  He was asking every time 

yeh hya hai? Yeh kya hai?  See one side five fifths they’re all one, they become a set.  

Now this was one of the first problems we learnt from teachers.  They cannot reduce 

you know.  They are not able to.  So we took that as a theme.  Then he was asking yeh 

hya hai?  So you start learning.  The motivation, how do you create is important thing.  

Once there is motivation I think children can learn themselves.  Then of course the 

team is important. This here is Poornima, she is a PHD student working with me.  She 

is working on ethno math, how bamboo math is craftsmen learn what is math in that.  

There is a big distinction between street math and school math.  This sort of thing is 

happening in Brazil and all that.  People are able to do lot of math in real life but they 

are not; from street math people are able to develop their own strategies of working and 

thinking.  When this comes to school, you see it was a big request for me.  I had one 

incident some children came to one of these workshops, our workshop we gave dyes.  

Ten liters we had put two fifty grams of boric acid.  Then I asked them ek liter mein kitna 

hoyega, in one litre how much.  After some time girl said pachees, 25 grams.  I asked 

how did you get it? Multiply kiya, divide kiya.  They are very good in all these things.  

She couldn’t say mein kuch nahi kiya.  Kuch toh kiya hai, kya kiya?  Then she said mein 

zero, zero nikaal diya.  So she had a very simple strategy because they know intuitively 

it should be less, so zero, zero nikaal diya.  Then I said fine intuitively it should be less 

zero, zero nikaal diya and I said fine.  Paanch log hai, mein aam dega paanch, kitna 

milega sabko? Ek.  Theek hai, mein das aam dega to kitna milega?  Do milega.  Then 

I asked, theek hai tumhara fiends aanewala hai, bees log aanewala hai kal.  Humko 

itna hi aam dena hai, kitna dena hai?  She was keeping quite till one of them, chaalis.  

So he was correct and I said kaisa aaya?  He could not link.  He knows multiplication 



well in the given format.  But this situation he could not link at all.  Because two into 

twenty, he was not taught and I don’t know how he was figuring out.  We don’t know.  

We really do not know how children are doing these things.  And it gets into didactic 

phenomenology, a serious subject.  Looking into Freud and all that.  They have done a 

lot of work.  I think we need to go into those depths to look for answers also somewhere.  

So this was the general scene.  

 Then another workshop we had Syamanthak school without walls.  They take 

drop outs and all that.  This is in Kudal where I went and had a small workshop.  So 

again we introduced a bamboo studio also dramatization.  What you see on the left 

side, we created a scene that is Girish hiding.  This became a buddhu computer.  So 

they’re all very excited.  So buddhu computer will ask questions.  We ask them, they are 

making cakes and lot of things practically they were making.  Now you have to write 

down everything so that buddhu computer will understand.  Buddhu computer does 

not understand if you don’t tell in large terms.  So moment we said okay they wrote 

down how it is made.  So they said kitna atta dala. They said bowl mein dala, so Girish 

will ask kitna diameter, ek kilometer ya ek centimeter.  They were bowled, because they 

didn’t know what is this.  Then everybody was laughing and then they could not figure 

out.  Then they start realizing the bowl is this much.  So this was big fun and a big hit 

there.  Then we asked them bamboo sticks I gave and teachers were also there, principal 

was also there.  We made teams and they have to make with rubber band and rubber 

sticks.  So then we found that principal and itna hi banaya height. 

 This is a one workshop we had in; art and science are in proportion we have 

good amount of research we did.  We found many things a ppt, a booklet for children, 

a golden spiral rubber stamp, narratives of Fibonacci caves, design of Ram mask to be 

made with bamboo sticks, drama.  So we workout in a workshop, initial workshops we 

actually show one session all these things.  I have a team of people, and then there were 

symmetry panels they had to make.  One day they go with the rubber stamps which 

were given.  So then they had to make some figures.  So they actually had to make a 

mask, this was Ram mask with bamboo sticks were given.  They had a narrative where 

they were in a time machine.  In the time machine they go into the past.  So when they 

go into the past, there are the Fibonacci caves and the number mask is hiding, they 

have to go and ask the questions.  Then they will ask can you make a mask, can you 

do this, can you do that.  We got very excited and when they answered all the things, 

number mask was defeated and it will be nothing but a computer, so they take it and 



come.  So something like that.  Then the time machine doesn’t start, so they try to repair 

and it shouts, I am a machine from the future.  So you have to develop, generate cosmic 

energy.  So for that they made a Fibonacci mandala in four groups.  We asked them to 

fill up where they liked.  So I asked them to stand on one leg, this was a bit of fun to 

make the machine start.  

 This is what I am trying to come with a proposal.  I think a concept of teaching 

learning platforms can be developed.  We can select content, not only any content but 

you know, I want to teach perimeter, you develop that.  In depth research on pedagogic 

issues and various modes of play and interaction including games, 3D objects to dis-

cover content, drawing , expressing though visuals, kinesthetic, musical modes, all that 

can be done, create narratives to entice, reflect, review and learn as a teacher.

 My thanks to all my PHD students, Bamboo studio colleagues and Raja and all, 

Pomegranate workshops especially, thank you.




